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One promise of synthetic biology is to provide solutions for

biomedical and industrial problems by rational design of added

functionality in living systems. Microbes are at the forefront of

this biological engineering endeavor due to their general ease

of handling and their relevance in many potential applications

from fermentation to therapeutics. In recent years, the field has

witnessed an explosion of novel regulatory tools, from synthetic

orthogonal transcription factors to posttranslational

mechanisms for increased control over the behavior of

synthetic circuits. Tool development has been paralleled by the

discovery of principles that enable increased modularity and

the management of host–circuit interactions. Engineered cell-

to-cell communication bridges the scales from intracellular to

population-level coordination. These developments facilitate

the translation of more than a decade of circuit design into

applications.
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Introduction
Synthetic biology emerged from the demonstration that

gene regulatory elements can be combined to resemble

classical electrical engineering circuits, resulting in syn-

thetic gene circuits that act as switches and clocks [1,2].

Since its inception, the field has undergone immense

expansion and diversification, driven by the construction

of more complex networks and by requirements for

specific applications. These efforts span all layers of
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microbiological organization, from molecular regulatory

mechanisms to single cells, multi-cellular populations and

multi-species consortia. Although these different layers

are inherently coupled, the development of distinct tools

at each scale contributes to the expanding scope, modu-

larity, orthogonality and interoperability of synthetic con-

structs. We first review current progress in creating new

regulatory elements, particularly those which are comple-

mentary to existing tools or provide more fine-grained

control. Subsequently, we identify emerging design prin-

ciples and tools that ease the construction of robust and

efficient circuits at the single-cell and the population

level, while enabling novel modes of interaction within

engineered multi-strain communities. Concurrently, we

describe the applications that demonstrate the potential

of these strategies for addressing biotechnological and

medical problems. We limit our focus to bacteria and

yeast as the main model systems for prokaryotic and

eukaryotic microbes, respectively (for reviews on the

significant progress of mammalian synthetic biology

thanks to novel technologies such as CRISPR, see Refs.

[3,4]).

New regulatory tools
At the core of synthetic biology and its applications lies

the ability to control gene expression in response to

external stimuli or changes in the intracellular environ-

ment. Traditionally, such regulation has been achieved

using a small core set of promoters and transcription

factors (TFs) such as LacI, TetR, l cI, LuxR and AraC,

which act as activators or repressors of gene expression.

Through interaction with these proteins, expression can

be externally modulated by inducers such as chemicals,

temperature, and light (Figure 1a, left section). Recently,

the flexibility of light induction was considerably

improved [5,6], and electric current has been added as

another mode of environmental regulation [7]. However,

even if accurately characterized [8], the limited number

of TFs imposes constraints on the complexity of engi-

neered networks. In yeast, the choice of well-character-

ized parts is even more limited, although this deficiency is

being addressed by creating genetic part libraries and

rapid assembly procedures [9,10]. Owing to these limita-

tions, there is a constant search for additional, ideally

orthogonal, TF-promoter pairs [11], and ways to achieve

more predictable expression levels [12] and flexible con-

trol at all stages of gene expression (Figure 1a). Since here

we focus on novel additions to the regulatory toolbox, we
www.sciencedirect.com
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Figure 1
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Versatile regulatory tools for robust gene circuits. (a) Examples of regulation at various levels of expression. Examples of host resources

potentially affected by synthetic constructs (among others) are marked by ‘*’. Left: Transcriptional regulation. Traditional transcription factors (TFs),

modulated by the chemical and physical environment (including light [5,6]) and phosphorylation state; synthetic TFs such as zinc fingers (ZnF) and

dCas9 guided by a single guide RNA (sgRNA) [18]; DNA methylation state [22]; and small transcription activating RNAs (STARs) based on the

conditional formation of terminator hairpins [26]. Center: Translational regulation through in silico designed, de novo post-transcriptional ‘toehold

switches’ [27]. A specific secondary structure usually prevents access of ribosomes to the ribosome binding site (RBS), which is only exposed by

Watson–Crick base pairing of a trigger RNA initiating translation. Right: Post-translational regulation through proteases. Proteins tagged for

degradation by host or orthogonal proteases (top) [33,34]; engineered cleavage sites for host-orthogonal proteases where other tags can be

conditionally exposed as well (bottom) [35�]. (b) Logic gates based on computationally designed, purely post-transcriptional regulators (toehold

switches, see panel a) [39�]. Two separate switches for the same gene yield OR gate; split trigger sequence between two trigger RNAs yields AND

gate. (c) Load driver enabling the rapid load-independent response [50]. In the unbuffered system (top row), a large number of downstream

promoters leads to titration of TFs, slowing and reducing the response. In the buffered system (bottom row), a fast intermediate load driver

module responding the original TF 1 eventually leads to phosphorylation of TF 2, which is necessary for activating downstream promoters. Owing

to a large pool of TF 2 and fast load driver kinetics, rapid response of the system is restored, independent of load.
refer the reader to Bradley et al. [13] for an in-depth

review.

Even simple changes to existing TF-promoter systems,

such as the adjustment of receptor protein concentration,

can provide accurate control over the dynamic range and

sensitivity of inducible expression [14]. More advanced

studies, still based on natural TF-promoter pairs, have

evolved elements from these systems and combined
www.sciencedirect.com 
them in new ways to enable orthogonal control of expres-

sion using multi-input bidirectional promoters [15]. Other

researchers constructed combinatorial synthetic promo-

ters for different transcriptional repressors from individ-

ual core promoters and operators with highly predictable

characteristics [16�]. In contrast to regulatory elements

that are based on naturally occurring TFs, purely syn-

thetic TFs allow transcriptional regulation at almost

arbitrary DNA sequences by repurposing of genome-
Current Opinion in Microbiology 2018, 45:92–99
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editing tools that have been deprived of their editing

function but retain flexible DNA binding specificity.

These include transcription activator-like effectors and,

more recently, nuclease-deficient CRISPR-Cas9 acti-

vated by guide RNAs [17]. Recent advances include

methods for the automated design of large sets of

transcriptional repressors and synthetic TF-promoter

pairs that are orthogonal to the host genome [18,19] and

the creation of suitable RNA scaffolds in the guide

RNA which recruit effector proteins to a locus of

interest [20].

TFs are not the only regulators of transcription. For

example, major factors in eukaryotes are epigenetic mod-

ifications and chromatin structure, which offer distinct

features such as the persistence of an encoded state across

generations (reviewed in detail in [21]). Notably, DNA

methylation in prokaryotes can be used in a similar way to

yield persistent memory [22], apart from the modification

of DNA itself ([23] and references therein). A previously

overlooked mode of regulation uses transcription from an

anti-sense promoter behind a unidirectional transcrip-

tional terminator to achieve >30-fold repression [24�].
From an engineering standpoint, this mechanism could

prove valuable as it is independent of the designated

promoter for an operon (and its interaction with potential

TFs) and can therefore be combined with existing regu-

latory motifs.

RNA itself has (re-)gained significance as an engineering

tool for synthetic regulation in recent years [25]. Multiple

examples demonstrate the construction of orthogonal de
novo RNA regulators of both transcription [26] and trans-

lation [27,28] (Figure 1a, center section) which are acti-

vated by specific trigger RNAs or small molecules.

Besides the utility of the regulators themselves, the

new (computational) methods used to construct them

serve to overcome unpredictability and low fold changes

of previous riboswitches and riboregulators, and can easily

be adapted for arbitrary, application-specific trigger

sequences, for example, in a diagnostic tool to detect

viral RNA [29].

Post-translational regulation represents an additional and

orthogonal layer of control on top of existing regulatory

interactions, acting on timescales substantially faster than

transcriptional regulation (Figure 1a, right section) [30].

Post-translational modifications are at the heart of most

cell signaling cascades which usually begin with ligand-

repressor interactions at cell membrane and continue

through multiple enzymatic processes (e.g. phosphoryla-

tion, dephosphorylation) and other protein–protein inter-

actions (e.g. dimerization, active transport), eventually

causing specific transcriptional changes. Synthetic biolo-

gists are beginning to harness these processes to either

fine-tune existing signaling cascades or to develop

entirely new ones [31]. For example, Ganesh et al.
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successfully created a synthetic two-component fumarate

screening system by fusing the sensor histidine kinase of

DcuS with the cytoplasmic catalytic domain of EnvZ in

Escherichia coli [32]. Another class of synthetic post-trans-

lational regulation exploits active protein degradation

with endogenous and orthogonal proteases [33,34]. By

creating designated cleavage sites, Fernandez-Rodriguez

& Voigt demonstrated that Potyvirus proteases are

orthogonal to E. coli host machinery and can be used

to activate a protein’s repressor function, and to trigger or

prevent protein degradation [35�].

Robust gene circuits
The promise of synthetic biology is that the versatile

regulatory arsenal developed over the past decade can

be used to forward-engineer networks which process

information from the environment and produce predict-

able behavior according to design specifications. While

the foundational circuits of synthetic biology implemen-

ted fundamental dynamical behaviors, viz. oscillations

and switching (bistability), recently, larger-scale sys-

tems have been created, including post-translationally

coupled genetic oscillators [33], multistable networks

[36] and networks of logic gates [37,38,39�]. Detailed

characterization of existing transcriptional regulatory

parts has enabled the automated assembly of compo-

nents with well-defined interfaces to achieve a desired

digital output function [37], while de novo regulatory

elements have been used to implement recombinase-

based comparator circuits which can convert continuous

input signals to discrete outputs [38], and complex logic

circuits at the post-transcriptional level [39�]
(Figure 1b). These studies demonstrate how the multi-

tude of regulatory tools enables sophisticated higher-

order gene circuits.

As the complexity of regulatory networks increases and

the field moves towards applications, a question which is

of utmost importance in dynamical systems and control

theory is how a desired physiological state can be main-

tained to ensure robust operation of a synthetic system

[40]. One possibility is to implement such regulation in
silico by electronically controlling chemical release or light

stimulation to bring a readout of expression to a desired

level [41–43], circumventing potential intricacies of engi-

neering the underlying biological system. However, many

applications would benefit from a biological system that

can perform a given task without external intervention

and automatically compensate for intracellular and envi-

ronmental perturbations. A recent example shows that

steady production of a toxic compound can be ensured by

on-demand protection of the cells via an active feedback

[44]. A general framework for host and environment-

independent behavior of arbitrary gene circuits was

devised by Kushwaha and colleagues, who created a

universal bacterial expression resource (UBER) based

on host-orthogonal T7 polymerase whose capacity and
www.sciencedirect.com
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toxicity is controlled by regulatory feedback loops [45].

The authors demonstrate that the same genetic construct,

in this case a synthetic metabolic pathway, can function

reliably across species using UBER.

The minimization of interactions with the host and

between otherwise unrelated synthetic constructs in

the same cell also represents a general desire to modular-

ize synthetic components [46]. Synthetic circuits are

particularly prone to distorting the host resource alloca-

tion as they are often implemented on multi-copy plas-

mids — implying high expression levels and resource

demand — and converting them to genomically inte-

grated single-copy circuits often requires careful redesign

to maintain function [47]. An in vivo sensor was con-

structed by Ceroni et al. to assay this burden of synthetic

circuits, making it possible to compare alternative designs

and choose a circuit that minimizes impact [48]. While it

might seem natural to optimize the synthetic circuit itself

to avoid undue resource demand, alternatively, cellular

resources can be diverted towards the synthetic circuit:

Venturelli and colleagues achieved this by artificially

lowering the RNA stability of all transcripts except those

of the target genes, leading to increased expression or

metabolite yield [49�]. The intentional alteration of

resource allocation might thus be an important future

consideration for increased robustness.

It is worth noting that, even if sufficiently independent of

the host, load effects within a synthetic circuit can also

lead to distortions that impede modular design. Taking as

an example the undesired titration of repressor when

additional downstream ‘load’ (in the form of regulated

promoters) is added to a genetic circuit, Mishra et al.
showed how an intermediate ‘load driver’ module can be

used to mitigate retroactive effects and ensure a swift

system response independent of the downstream load

[50] (Figure 1c).

Several studies have aimed at deriving general rules that

predict how resource demands shape the behavior of

synthetic gene circuits and can be managed to avoid

undesired cross-talk between components [51–53]. A

whole-cell view was taken by Liao et al., who developed

a mathematical framework to integrate the biochemical

dynamics of synthetic circuits with an explicit model of

host physiology [54]. Such predictive models for the bi-

directional coupling between synthetic constructs and the

host [55] will be essential when seeking to translate

sophisticated regulatory networks from ideal lab condi-

tions into applications in natural, fluctuating environ-

ments. Nevertheless, proof-of-principle studies have

shown that simple synthetic circuits in bacteria can

already function robustly in tissue microenvironments

to produce a urine marker for liver cancer metastases

[56] or record an environmental signal in the mammalian

gut [57].
www.sciencedirect.com 
Engineering microbial populations and
consortia
While the current library of regulatory components pro-

vides powerful tools for rational circuit engineering, these

synthetic networks typically act at the level of a single

cell. However, microbes naturally live in populations and

communities, and hence, there is an increasing effort to

exploit and coordinate multicellular behavior. Even with-

out intercellular communication, populations can provide

distinct advantages over single cells, simply by virtue of

the vast number of their members. At the most basic

level, population self-averaging automatically reduces

stochastic noise and inherent cell–cell variability in col-

lective response to external stimuli. Furthermore, large

amounts of data — such as a sequence of images — can

be stored among the individuals of a population using the

CRISPR-related Cas1-Cas2 integrase and retrieved later

via sequencing [58]. The macroscopic spatial extent of

bacterial colonies has been exploited to produce differ-

ential behavior in the presence of gradients of environ-

mental inducers, leading to formation of robust patterns

of expression and growth [59,60].

An additional layer of self-organization and emergent

behavior can be tapped into through the use of cell-to-

cell communication, where diffusible signals produced in

one cell can alter gene expression in other cells in the

population by binding to a receptor protein transcription

factor [61]. In many species, natural quorum-sensing (QS)

systems feature a positive feedback loop, leading to

threshold-like induction of downstream pathways, such

as virulence and biofilm formation, at critical population

densities [62]. In the context of engineering, they repre-

sent a type of analog-to-digital converter with particularly

low intrinsic noise levels, as fast diffusion of the QS

molecule causes averaging across the population. QS

oscillators — requiring steep, nonlinear activation char-

acteristics — have leveraged this robust behavior to

implement their core positive feedback loops [33,63–65].

Recent studies have quantitatively characterized and

tuned the molecular components of QS systems

[66,67], creating a versatile toolbox for cell-to-cell com-

munication with and without crosstalk between different

QS signals and receiver modules (Figure 2a). It has been

shown that the response characteristics can be further

tuned by additional synthetic circuitry around a core QS

system [68]. In yeast, the plant hormone auxin combined

with synthetic CRISPR-based transcription factors [69]

and mating pheromones [70,71] have been used as QS

analogs. QS signals effectively create regulatory networks

spanning multiple cells serving as a bridge between the

intracellular and the population level. Most recently, a QS

oscillator used this idea explicitly by synchronously mod-

ulating the copy number of a plasmid in the population as

a way to globally regulate other downstream intracellular

circuits [65]. QS-mediated self-organization has also been
Current Opinion in Microbiology 2018, 45:92–99
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Figure 2
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Examples of population level engineering via cell-to-cell communication. (a) Orthogonal spatial response to two different quorum sensing (QS)

signals in a double-receiver strain, achieved by optimizing promoter sequence and receiver protein levels [67] (sender cells for AHL 1 and AHL

2 not shown). (b) Division of labor between two strains, each implementing part of a classical oscillator circuit [63]. The activator strain contains a

positive feedback loop involving AHL 1, whereas degradation of QS molecules is triggered in both strains by AHL 2, which is produced by the

repressor strain in response to AHL 1. These positive and negative feedback loops spanning both strains lead to emergent oscillations. (c) QS

circuit suppressing glycolysis at a critical cell density [79]. Trade-off optimization between biomass production, overflow metabolism and flux

through a heterologous pathway maximizes product yield. (d) Population control with tunable dynamics via QS-triggered lysis [64,81�]. Self-

limitation of individual strains stabilizes co-cultures (oscillatory regime shown), with no communication between strains required.
used to create scale-invariant ring patterns through col-

lective space sensing [72] and to assemble organic–inor-

ganic microstructured materials made of synthetically

expressed curli fibrils that bind to gold nanoparticles [73].

The ability of QS to link gene circuits across the confines

of single cells also makes it possible to split a large-scale

network or pathway into components implemented in

distinct subpopulations, which can lead to increased

modularity, reduced burden on individual cells and

the separation of chemically  incompatible functions

[74]. A prototypical example for applying this divi-

sion-of-labor strategy to a classical oscillator circuit

was implemented by Chen and colleagues using two

QS signals in a co-culture of separate ‘activator’ and

‘repressor’ strains which showed emergent oscillations

[63] (Figure 2b). Similarly, two yeast strains repressing

each other’s pheromone production yielded a bistable

system upon co-culture, in analogy to the classical toggle

switch design [71]. If the functional separation is accom-

panied by a spatial segregation, diffusible signals can

also broadcast information from sender to receiver cells

over larger distances [67,75] and be engineered to
Current Opinion in Microbiology 2018, 45:92–99 
induce the formation of stripe and spot patterns in

expression and growth [60].

Division of labor can have similar advantages for com-

mercially relevant fermentation processes, whose design

is increasingly inspired by synthetic biology approaches

[76�]. When metabolic pathways are difficult to reconsti-

tute in single cells, compartmentalization into subtasks

allows the choice of optimal host strains for each task.

For example, Zhou and colleagues used Escherichia coli
and Saccharomyces cerevisiae to synergistically produce a

paclitaxel precursor [77]. Such strategies can also signifi-

cantly increase production yields by avoiding the over-

production of deleterious intermediates [78]. While these

systems are inherently pathway-specific, other pathway-

independent QS circuits can be used more generally to

monitor cell density and initiate regulatory programs to

redirect metabolic fluxes and avoid inefficient overflow

metabolism (Figure 2c) [79�].

Besides metabolism and regulation, population-level cir-

cuit design also offers the opportunity to synthetically

shape and control population growth itself. In some cases,
www.sciencedirect.com
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this might even be a necessity in terms of ecological

stability, if the division-of-labor strategy does not implic-

itly ensure the long-term coexistence of the strains

through metabolic interdependencies or cross-feeding

[80]. A new strategy to stabilize competitive co-cultures

which is not based on traditional ecological principles is

through use of orthogonal QS systems: In each strain, an

intracellular lysis circuit is activated at a critical cell

density, which renders the population self-limiting and

thus prevents it from taking over the co-culture

(Figure 2d) [81�]. A population control circuit was

recently implemented to release, upon lysis, therapeutic

toxins inside a tumor environment for bacterial cancer

therapy [64], demonstrating that synthetic control over

growth dynamics can have a functional role beyond

studies of bacterial physiology [82] and pattern formation

[60]. A complementary system was constructed by Huang

and colleagues, who engineered a QS-based survival

circuit that produces an antibiotic resistance protein at

high enough cell density, which is only reached inside

specific microbial ‘swarmbot’ capsules [83]. This effec-

tively confined the engineered strain to its synthetic

environment, preventing unintended proliferation.

Such artificial confinement of engineered organisms can

also be viewed in the general context of safe-guarding

strategies needed to prevent the inadvertent spread of

synthetic microbes and genes into the environment.

Population control circuits can help solve this problem,

combined with enhanced genetic stability [84,85] which

ensures long-term viability of the engineered function as

well as the safeguards themselves. However, it should be

noted that there are many other ways of achieving such

biocontainment. Novel examples include sophisticated,

stabilized circuits which actively kill cells or repress

essential genes unless specific environmental signals

are present [86�,87,88], auxotrophies to non-standard

amino acids [89] and conditionally stable plasmids to

prevent spreading of genes to other hosts [90]. For further

information, we refer the reader to two recent reviews

[74,91].

Conclusion
Synthetic biology relies on a versatile and ever-expanding

set of engineering tools, many of which are inherently

modular due to their action at different stages of gene

expression. Combined with the engineered orthogonality

of many novel regulatory elements and design principles

which ensure the maintenance of cellular baseline con-

ditions, synthetic constructs become ever more robust

and fitter for applications. Given the importance of

dynamic gene expression in nature and the possibilities

created by the increased modularity and robustness, we

anticipate that the field will also see more frequent

examples of systems exploiting intrinsic dynamics as

opposed to stable steady states. While there is a limit

to the complexity and capacity of a single cell, this
www.sciencedirect.com 
development will be facilitated by synthetic control over

populations and the composition of synthetic consortia,

which open up new perspectives for sophisticated and,

with the appropriate precautions, safe biotechnological

applications.
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